"The Road Not Taken" may seem an unlikely way to start an article on employee relocation. However, this article shows how employee relocation arouses the same conflicts that the traveler expresses in the poem.
As a relocated employee/ an occupational health nurse (OHN)/ and a hiking enthusiast/ I know all too well the dilemma which Frost's character faces. This article on employee relocation Is written from both an objective and SUbjective point of view.
The object of this article is to help other occupational health professionals understand their role in employee relocation. This sadly neglected role needs definition and has several phases. (I say this after ten years as an OHN/ and almost one year after relocation.) Discussed here is the potential for positive intervention by the OHN in various phases of employee relocation.
In 1983/ U.S. companies transferred more than 300/000 employees. This figure does not include the family; FEBRUARY 1986; VOL. 34/ NO.2 92% of employees transferred move with their families (Haight/ 1983) . Transfers are a way of life for many people in many organizations. For human resources specialists it is an accepted and well relied upon way of developing personnel for the company. For large corporations/ relocation of employees is a must if the corporations are to take advantage of tax incentives and labor market availability in foreign countries. With the belt-tightening of the early 80s over, we will most likely see an increase to the former levels of employee transfers.ln 1985 and beyond we may see more relocated employees than ever before.
Employees get trensterred for many reasons. In general/ these moves like other organizational moves can be classified as an upward move/ a lateral move/ a downward move/ or a demotion. Not surprisingly, the move is most successful when it involves either a real or an implied promotion (that is/ when there is an improvement in the quality of life) (Pinder, 1977) . The lateral moves or transfers/ which are perceived as a demotion/ tend to cause negative responses. Thus/ considering the high economic cost of any relocation/ these moves for purposes of demotion should be carefully considered. Lateral and downward transfers will work when the employee volunteers for personal reasons for such a move. In short/ any move which decreases the status of the employee In the organization/ or which decreases his real standard of living/ will probably not be successful (Pinder, 1977) .
Not everyone who gets transferred is at the managerial level. Some transfers may be due to specialty jobs on all staff levels. Of interest to OHNs is that 8% of relocated employees are female (Haight/ 1983) . Other transfers may be necessitated by a full-scale movement of corporate headquarters from city to city. In the latter case large numbers of employees will need to be moved en masse. This reduces each individual's concerns to less personal levels of the problems of the group's move. Mass movement/ however, allows companies to provide more detailed re-training/orientation sessions to relocated workers. The individually relocated employee Is usually left to "fend" for him or herself/ but learns to adapt with the help of his or her co-workers in the new location, which makes this social adjustment somewhat easier.
As previously stated, 92% of employees transferred have families. Many companies now know that they should provide job search assistance for the spouse as there may be career conflicts with the spouse's career. Teen-age children adapt least well to their new environment, and many have to be left behind with extended family or neighbors to complete their school year. Family pets become burdensome in the transition period. I have known many families who have given up a long-time pet rather than have the animal face long quarantine or confinement. This transition stage is one of hotel living and endless meals out. The newly transferred are desperate for a homemade meal and yet get "treated" to an endless barrage of special meals in restaurants. The hotel is a symbol of the displacement he or she feels. The individual is homeless and cannot really start to adjust until there is a new house or apartment. The feeling of home has to be developed.
Certain institutions give only one to three days notice of a pending move. (This is apparently to avoid any "fixing" of records before the employee leaves.) More commonly, the amount of notice varies from four to eight weeks. In the case of large company transfers the amount of notice may be one to two years. Obviously, there are many personal and professional considerations during this time before the move. There is some comfort to the old and familiar when all around you is new and different. Not surprisingly, employees adjust better to their new environment when there are geographical and cultural similarities between the past and the present location (Fields & Shaw, 1985) . Thus, they tend to cling to their old and familiar behaviors even when the behavior was maladaptive and the old and comfortable adage was really an illusion.
The company usually has to provide relocation costs. In one study these costs were estimated to average 104% (Haight, 1983) of the employee's salary. Most companies aid in the disposal of the old house in order to help the transferred obtain a house in the new location. But no one can put a price on the memories that go with each home. Any work that is 70 done on these employees' nomes IS looked upon as temporary, and perhaps best reflects the apathy that can grow with frequent moves. The company usually sees its sole responsibility in the concrete problems of the move, that is, the mortgages and moving and legal costs, and other real costs associated with the move.
The role of the company in the readjustment of the family is less clearly defined. Progressive managements are just now beginning to look at the employees' social and family stresses that accompany relocation. To this end, relocation counselors and psychologists are 'now providing assistance in employee relocation to larger companies. Some companies are beginning to provide job search aid to the spouses of transferred employees. Other companies provide family counseling both pre and post move, while some companies have developed assimilation programs. This is especially important when cultural changes are brought on by geographical changes. There is heavy stress on the family when community mores and resources are continually changing. When the company is responsible for the need for adjustment, it should be the company's responsibility to provide aid in all areas.
There are some readjustment exercises which may be helpful to the relocated employees and their families. The first involves creating a "gainl loss inventory" both prior to the move and during the readjustment phase. Each family member should be involved in this written exercise. This may allow the family to objectively express their situation, clear the emotional needs, and clarify individual needs and expectations. A second written exercise is "imaginary description," This allows the family to idealize about their perfect living situation. Coupled with this exercise could be a third exercise, "a needs inventory," Each person in the family lists his or her most important or most pressing needs in order of importance. These exercises mayor may not require the intervention of a professional. If the family has good basic communication skills, these exercises will be rather painless. Where a family is at odds with itself and unable to communicate without the aid of a professional, exercises like these may only prove an impossible burden on an already stressful situation.
Many researchers have tried to predict those factors which would affect the success of a job transfer. As previously stated; transfers for promotion or where there is a real sense of improvement of the quality of life are most successful. A study of army personnel showed that those who are transferred only once or twice and those moving to largely different jobs are most successful in rapid recovery from transfer (Fields & Shavv, 1985) . Moving to an area where social, cultural and geographical factors are similar to the previous location also decreases the non-productive reorientation time required. Individual personality traits also must be taken into account. Secure self-confident outgoing individuals fare better than introverts.
As an OHN, I have seen relocation from both the professional and the personal perspective. Prior to my own transfer, I worked with employees after their transfer. Somewhat predictably, post transfer employees and their wives need more referrals to medical and social aid than do their non-transferred counterparts. The OHN must be prepared to provide appropriate community resources for both acute and chronic health and social problems. The OHN may be the most appropriate person in the company to provide confidential assistance to transferred employee and spouse. The nurse may be the one person within the company who can be seen in a non-judgmental supportive role during this type of readjustment.
Workshops to aid in community assimilation are possible if the relocated employee is part of a larger group with similar cultural shock to conquer. Typical workshops would include various social aspects of the new community. Spouses and significant others in the employee's life definitely should be invited to discuss and question speakers on such items as community resources, schools, banking, shopping, recreation, nutrition, and health. Ideally, the latter speaker should be the company nurse. These informal orientation sessions may begin shortly after arrival and should be followed up with a personal call from the nurse a week or two later to again aid in the open communication of needs in re-estab- (Blair et el, 1984, p. 256) 
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Iishing the employees' lives in their new homes.
Individual employee moves pose special problems for the OHN. If the employee has a family, the family has no peers within the company with whom to relate. The employee's orientation to the new location may be neglected as the change to the organizational structure is not so great as with mass moves. In the end, the reorientation may be haphazard and add to the individual's distress. The OHN should seek out the relocated employee and to be persistent in attempts to see the employee shortly after the move. The employee may be busy with the new job, but it is important to establish an early rapport and obtain a baseline of his or her health history and ascertain potential for needed interventions.
Self-help agencies have a positive effect in aiding the relocated employee. One study recommends that we as professionals encourage informal helping relationships among lay individuals. The study further contends that there is a tremendous untapped therapeutic potential which exists in our society at large (Burke & Weir, 1981) . I personally found the Welcome Wagon lady most helpful. Not only did she have a lot of community literature and maps but she could answer our questions about community, churches, transportation all in the comfort of our new home. Another organization which is being established in many cities is the Newcomers' Clubs. Everyone in the Club is new to the area. There is peer support in the sameness of their plight; many members of the Newcomers' Groups are transferred employees and their spouses. I would suggest that the OHN not be afraid to provide new employees with socalled informal or non-professional resources. The same study showed that professional help is sought only when the individual is in trouble whereas the informal resources are used much earlier and may in fact avoid need for further intervention (Burke & Weir, 1981) .
Employee relocation involves multiple career path decisions. For this reason I feel it is entirely appropriate to use Frost's poem as a literate illustration of the confusion these employees may feel. The number of relocated employees appears to be FEBRUARY 1986; VOL. 34, NO.2 increasing as business productivity again climbs back up from the low tide of several years ago. We, as OHNs, must be aware of the problems of transferred employees. We must have input into company policy and assist the relocated in development of a supportive network that will aid in attitudinal, social and family adjustment in the new location.
